Structure and energy of non-canonical basepairs: comparison of various computational chemistry methods with crystallographic ensembles.
Different types of non-canonical basepairs, in addition to the Watson-Crick ones, are observed quite frequently in RNA. Their importance in the three dimensional structure is not fully understood, but their various roles have been proposed by different groups. We have analyzed the energetics and geometry of 32 most frequently observed basepairs in the functional RNA crystal structures using different popular empirical, semi-empirical and ab initio quantum chemical methods and compared their optimized geometry with the crystal data. These basepairs are classified into three categories: polar, non-polar and sugar-mediated, depending on the types of atoms involved in hydrogen bonding. In case of polar basepairs, most of the methods give rise to optimized structures close to their initial geometry. The interaction energies also follow similar trends, with the polar ones having more attractive interaction energies. Some of the C-H...O/N hydrogen bond mediated non-polar basepairs are also found to be significantly stable in terms of their interaction energy values. Few polar basepairs, having amino or carboxyl groups not hydrogen bonded to anything, such as G:G H:W C, show large flexibility. Most of the non-polar basepairs, except A:G s:s T and A:G w:s C, are found to be stable; indicating C-H...O/N interaction also plays a prominent role in stabilizing the basepairs. The sugar mediated basepairs show variability in their structures, due to the involvement of flexible ribose sugar. These presumably indicate that the most of the polar basepairs along with few non-polar ones act as seed for RNA folding while few may act as some conformational switch in the RNA.